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Process Paper

I first came across the topic of Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois’ differing ideas as I was researching this year's theme. It immediately piqued my interest, and after some research, I knew this topic would be suitable for me. To find a topic that is so fitting for this year’s theme of crossing frontiers, and something that I felt eager to learn and write about, I immediately had to choose it. My topic relates to the theme, as it demonstrates how two men in America had different ideas on how Black Americans should achieve Black Upward Mobility and more in society.

I conducted my research by looking into different resources, such as manuscripts, books, and articles. I asked myself these four questions: “Who were the people, where did it occur, how did it change that area, and what were their ideas?” These questions helped guide my research. I analyzed many different videos, websites, books, and scholarly sources to help me understand how they each fought for the civil rights and economic stability needed at the time. Washington and Du Bois both challenged conventional thinking, bringing a new frontier within America and building the framework for many Black leaders to come.

I created my project by starting with an outline, deciding how the body of my paper should be structured, and how it would flow. Second, I wrote my thesis and introduction, welcoming readers to my topic and grabbing their attention before forming the body of my paper. Then, I wrote my conclusion and compiled my annotated bibliography. Lastly, after revisions and edits, I put my paper together to finalize my work.

The historical argument is that Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois had different ideas for Black Upward Mobility in America. Both of their ideas were in some way controversial
amongst other Black Americans. Furthermore, it shows how their different perspectives altered
the way they saw fit for Black Americans to grow economically in America. Booker T.
Washington’s idea was debatable, but at the time, Black lynchings were on the rise in the South.
He feared racial violence, which is why he did not want any direct confrontation with White
Americans. W.E.B. Du Bois’ idea was controversial because it excluded women, and insinuated
that only the most educated and elite men could make a change.

This topic is significant in history because it shows how both individuals fought for the
advancements of Black Americans and challenged conventional thinking in America in their own
way. They had different perspectives on what action should be taken, but the same goal in mind
for what Black Americans should achieve. This topic shows how there have always been
different ideas to solve problems in history and society, yet their philosophies helped lay the
building blocks for many Black activists to come. They both fought for change in their own way,
bringing a new frontier in American history.
“In all things that are purely social, we can be as separate as the fingers, yet one as the hand in all things essential to mutual progress.” - Booker T. Washington

Thesis

Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois were both critical leaders in the fight for Black upward mobility, civil rights, and economic stability in America. They desired the right to achieve more in society. Booker T. Washington had an idea that was centered on self-sufficiency and labor, crossing frontiers with his 1895 Atlanta Speech. On the other hand, W.E.B. Du Bois’ idea was centered on the top ten percent of Black men being educated and classically trained to help lead Black Americans to a better future, and crossed frontiers in sociological development by introducing the concept of a double conscience in America. Both men had differing frameworks, yet actively demonstrated how obtaining Black upward mobility, civil rights, and economic stability have never been monolithic.

Booker T. Washington’s Youth and Career

Washington was born into slavery on April 5, 1856, in Frank County, Virginia. When the Civil War ended in 1865, Washington’s family moved to West Virginia.

worked many non-lucrative jobs throughout his childhood. He continued his studies by going to school as he worked. In 1872, he left to attend college at Hampton University. At Hampton, Washington learned many valuable trades, such as farming and carpentry, and took classes in math, science, writing, and public speaking, before graduating with honors in 1875 at 19 years old. This experience influenced his philosophy of labor by teaching him the skills required to be self-sufficient. With his degree in hand, he set out to make an impact on his community.

That following summer, he returned home to help operate and teach at the neighborhood school in Tinkersville, Massachusetts. He helped provide lessons on self-improvement, self-sufficiency, and common knowledge, as well as opened a library for Black residents with newspapers and books accessible to anyone. He broke frontiers in his community by giving more opportunities for others to obtain knowledge through literature. Washington believed in what he had been taught at Hampton: Black Americans needed to learn lessons about self-sufficiency to help them succeed in life. With these ideals, he wanted to help influence others in his community.

In 1879, Washington established Tuskegee University in Alabama. Tuskegee’s students built their own buildings, grew their own food, and provided for most of their own basic
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necessities, utilizing these activities to teach the students basic life skills. Those skills would reinforce Washington’s philosophy of African Americans learning the skills that would help gain Black economic freedom.

By 1895, Washington went on regular tours and met many influential people and even became close companions with President Theodore Roosevelt, as he attempted to advocate for Black American rights. He was also able to convince many southern white employers and governors that Tuskegee University offered an education that would ensure Black Americans stayed “down on the farm.” He also gave many speeches during his time, his most influential speech being the Atlanta Speech.

**The Atlanta “Compromise” Speech**

On September 18, 1895, Washington was chosen to give a speech that would open the Cotton States and International Exposition in Atlanta, Georgia. It was the first speech a Black American gave to a racially diverse group of people in the South, crossing frontiers and becoming a groundbreaking event in American history. In his speech, Washington said Black Americans should work hard, earn respect, and gain vocational training for social, economic, and political equality. During his whole speech he did not push for any immediate action against the
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racial violence taking place, but instead for the uplift of labor and self-sufficiency. Washington expressed that Black Americans would prosper by the masses if they learned to dignify labor, instead of seeing it as a part of slavery. Washington said, “No race can prosper till it learns that there is as much dignity in tilling a field as in writing a poem. It is at the bottom of life we must begin, and not at the top.” With this he conveyed the idea of having to work hard to earn respect, and that everyone must start from the bottom and work their way up for a better future.

Nevertheless, his ideologies did gain much backlash amongst other Black Americans and leaders at the time because they wanted immediate action against the racial violence and discrimination that was consistently occurring in the South. At the time though, lynchings were on a rise in the South and Washington was trying to prevent any more racial violence from occurring showing how Washington genuinely wanted to protect Black Americans. Some Black Americans named his speech the Atlanta “Compromise” Speech, because many believed Washington had compromised their constant fight for civil rights. Many Black leaders were vocal about retaliating against his ideas, one of the most vocal being W.E.B. Du Bois.
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W.E.B. Du Bois’ Youth and Career

W.E.B. Du Bois was born on February 23, 1868, three years after the Civil War and passing of the Thirteenth Amendment. He went on to graduate from his high school and attend Harvard University where he received a PhD in literature and history by 1895, being the first Black person to do so. W.E.B. Du Bois later specialized in civil rights sociology. He immersed himself in Black communities and examined the prejudice they experienced on a regular basis, as well as the poverty and crime occurring in their communities. Du Bois later came to reveal that much of sociology accepted by society was biased, making Black Americans look inferior to their White counterparts. He crossed frontiers by changing the way we now conduct sociological studies.

Sociological and Racial Frontiers

Du Bois’ work in the 1899, *The Philadelphia Negro*, is considered one of the most significant studies in sociology. It provided a meticulous sociological analysis of Black American daily life. Another one of his famous pieces is the 1903 book, *The Souls of Black Folk*. This
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essay introduced the concept of a double consciousness,\textsuperscript{41} how a Black person never exactly sees themselves through their own eyes, but instead through the eyes of others.\textsuperscript{42} He described it as, “a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity.” He describes it as having your body and conscience separate and feeling pity for oneself. Du Bois once said, “One ever feels his twoness—an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.”\textsuperscript{43} It was almost as if being American and Black are two opposite identities that are incompatible. It’s a cognitive dissonance where ones ideals and beliefs do not align.\textsuperscript{44} it’s challenging to understand how this can affect someone because you will never feel a true inner peace with yourself, for you will always focus on the flaws others see in you. This concept is even harder to understand while being Black and American, because multiple factors remind you in a small or big way that those two identities were inharmonious with one another.\textsuperscript{45}

In 1903, Du Bois also introduced a new concept named the “The Talented Tenth”\textsuperscript{46} in the book, \textit{The Negro Problem}.\textsuperscript{47} This informational text was a collection of essays which also


included Washington’s essay titled, *Industrial Education for the Negro*. In this piece, Du Bois pushed for higher education for the most capable ten percent of Black men. “The Talented Tenth” was his idea of how Black Americans could gain a better future. He said, “The Negro race, like all races, is going to be saved by its exceptional men. The problem of education, then, among Negroes must first of all deal with the ‘Talented Tenth’; it is the problem of developing the best of this race that they may guide the mass away from the contamination and death of the worst, in their own and other races.” He believed that by educating and classically training this ten percent of men, they would help lead Black Americans to a more economically stable future.

Yet, his ideas did have a few flaws. The first one being that he only referred to men, insinuating women could not help lead Black Americans. He also believed having educated and classically trained people was the only way Black Americans could grow, but this idea was not inclusive of all Black Americans since not all Black Americans were able to afford that level of education.

With these beliefs, Du Bois created the Niagara Movement in 1905. This movement was dedicated to obtaining immediate civil rights for African Americans. In 1909, he was amongst many other influential Black leaders, including Washington, that founded the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People, or the NAACP. This organization crossed frontiers by being founded to help fight for Black American civil rights. The NAACP also crossed civil rights frontiers by helping pass the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968, all of which have helped Black Americans be able to achieve more upward mobility in America.

**Crossing Frontiers that Changed History**

Both Washington and Du Bois had different views on how Black Americans should gain upward mobility in society, civil rights, and economic stability. Both of their views show how Black growth, thinking, and politics have not been, and never will be monolithic. Both of their views also challenged conventional thinking in America. In Washington’s 1901, *Up from Slavery* autobiography, Washington developed the theme of finding dignity in labor. This idea challenged conventional thinking because most Black people thought that labor was something to degrade instead of uplift in the South due to the horrid history of slavery. Du Bois’ idea pushed for the education of the most capable ten percent of Black men to help lead the other ninety percent to a better future. His idea challenged conventional thinking in the Black community, since it insinuated that only the most educated men could make a difference. It must also be
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understood that they were attempting to do the best they could for the communities that they cherished even with all the flaws visible in their frameworks.

After Washington gave his 1895 Atlanta Speech, people were divided by their interpretation of Washington’s words. While some Black people believed and supported the rationality of his approach, Du Bois spoke against his speech, claiming that it compromised the rights of Black Americans. People who supported Du Bois wanted a more immediate crackdown on the issues that were preventing Black Americans from growing.

Washington’s ideas were accepted by many Black-operated newspapers, educators, and college graduates who believed that vocational education was the best method for educating Black Americans. His ideas were not accepted by Black Americans who believed that he was compromising their rights and keeping Black people gridlocked like White people wanted: no education, but with labor. Du Bois’ ideas on the other hand were accepted by those who desired a swift approach against racism. His ideas were not accepted by Black Americans who believed it was too dangerous to go against White people. Their ideas divided Black Americans even though, in the end, they wanted to unite all Black Americans for the possibility of a better future.

We must also understand that Washington was a slave and Du Bois was not. These different upbringings shaped the ideas that they saw fit to achieve Black upward mobility, civil
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rights, and economic stability. Washington saw racism and brutality first hand as a child. Washington believed that cooperation with White Americans would help avert any type of violence. Though Washington’s framework did seem a bit submissive, he did care for civil rights and helped fund cases that fought to give Black Americans the right to vote. Du Bois advocated for the sort of immediate action against segregation that was dangerous for Black people in the South, such violence could lead to the death of more innocent lives.

**Crossing Frontiers: The People, Places, and Ideas**

Both Washington and Du Bois were trailblazers in the fight for upward mobility, civil rights, and economic stability. Today, Black Americans have been able to achieve many of these goals. In 1954, the groundbreaking Brown v. Board of Education, had the Supreme Court deem it unconstitutional to separate children based on race. In 1960, the Greensboro Sit-In had hundreds of students requesting service at a lunch counter in a private sector reserved for only White people. In 1963, civil rights activist, Martin Luther King, Jr., delivered the heart-wrenching, “I Have a Dream” speech, at the March on Washington. In 1964, the Civil Rights Act was passed, making it illegal to discriminate against people of color, and in 1965, the Voting Rights Act, helping all people of color get the opportunity to vote. In 1968, the Fair Housing Act was passed allowing people to freely choose a place to live without being discriminated upon.
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In 2000, President Bill Clinton released a statement one day before African American History month, naming Booker T. Washington, and other influential Black Americans, praising them for rising above,”slavery, brutality, and bigotry.” In 2009, Barack Obama was elected to be the first Black president of the United States, and currently, Kamala Harris is the first Black female Vice-President of the United States. These civil rights movements in the 1950’s and 1960’s show how both men drastically helped give Black Americans the courage to speak up for their rights, and how they paved the way for future leaders to come. All of these events also would not have occurred if Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois had not tipped the first domino and crossed this frontier. Their message is still relevant in today’s world, and their message isn’t only universal, it is timeless. It pushed for more education, rights, and opportunities for colored people. Booker T. Washington helped advocate for Black Americans education, and crossed frontiers with his 1895 Atlanta Speech. W.E.B. Du Bois fought for instantaneous action against racism and crossed frontiers sociologically for Black Americans. Washington and Du Bois are both significant today because they challenged conventional thinking and crossed frontiers in Black upward mobility, civil rights, and economic stability in America.
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This photo shows Booker T. Washington during his time at Hampton University.
Appendix B

“This photo is a visual aid of Booker T. Washington as he gave his Atlanta Speech.”


This photo is a visual aid of Booker T. Washington as he gave his Atlanta Speech.

This website gave me a visual aid of W.E.B. Du Bois.

I used this website to provide a visual aid of the book, *The Souls of Black Folk*. 
Annotated Bibliography

Primary Sources


This website gave me an insight into Du Bois’ youth and how he grew up under different circumstances than Booker T. Washington. He was born three years after the Civil War and the passing of the Thirteenth Amendment. His mother was a domestic worker and his father was a barber.


This is a statement Bill Clinton released one day before African American History month. He named Booker T. Washington, as well as many other influential Black Americans, and praised them for rising above many difficult circumstances.


This website helped me find the quote for the beginning of my paper. It also supplied me with Booker T. Washington’s many influential statements during his Atlanta Speech.

I used this source to see W.E.B Du Bois’ actual birth certificate. I used it to learn about where he was born, when he was born, and who his parents were.

“Booker T. Washington - Address to the Atlanta Cotton States and International Exposition,”

I used this photo as a visual aid of Booker T. Washington as he gave his famous Atlanta Speech. During his speech, he didn’t push for any sort of stop to racism, which angered many Black Americans. This website also gave me audio of his speech.


I used this website to read Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Speech. He stated that Black Americans make up one third of the South’s population. He insinuated that Black Americans should make friends with White Americans, instead of trying to better their situation by protesting against them, challenged conventional thinking.

I used this website to help me get a visual of what Booker T. Washington looked like. I also used it to help me learn about what he achieved during his lifetime such as founding Tuskegee University, his Atlanta Speech, and working alongside the many leaders that helped create the NAACP.


I used this source to understand how Booker T. Washington instilled self-sufficiency in each of his students. This source taught me how he had students learn to grow a variety of vegetables, construct buildings, and more. These basic skills would enforce Washington’s philosophy of African American’s skills and labor helping them gain Black economic freedom.


In Booker T. Washington’s book, *Up From Slavery*, he challenged conventional thinking and uplifted labor instead of degrading it. He insinuated that labor has received negative representation amongst Black Americans because of slavery. He believed that Black Americans must work for economic stability and civil rights.

This source helped me understand why the Atlanta Speech was considered controversial and how it gained the nickname of the Atlanta “Compromise” Speech. Booker T. Washington did not push for immediate action against racial violence which led to many Black Americans not supporting him. Yet at the time, Black lynchings were on the rise in the South, so he was trying to prevent any more racial violence.


This source helped me understand the history of segregation in America. I learned how there were many systems that deprived Black Americans of freedoms. These systems, like segregation, always reminded them that they were Black and supposedly inferior to their White counterparts.


I used this source to learn the history of Hampton University and who Samuel Armstrong, the founder of Hampton University, was. He believed in providing Black Americans with a proper education, and the skills to succeed in life. Hampton University gave Booker T.
Washington the ability to gain the connections and education he would need to succeed in his career as a leader for the Black community.


I used this collection to provide a visual aid of W.E.B. Du Bois’, *The Souls of Black Folk*. In this book, he introduced the concept of a double consciousness, where you always see yourself through the eyes of another person.


I used this website to learn about what the NAACP achieved. I also used it to learn about how they crossed civil rights frontiers.


I used this obituary to get a deeper understanding of how Booker T. Washington made an impact on others. Him moving back to Malden, Massachusetts after college, and becoming an educator, helped other Black Americans obtain something that would never
have been possible before: an education. He helped break frontiers by giving others the ability to obtain the resources for a proper education.

“Prepared by the Center for History of Physics at AIP 1,” accessed February 8, 2023, https://www.aip.org/sites/default/files/history/teaching-guides/historical-detective-edward-bouchet/

I used this source to read his ideologies about education for Black Americans. I used this source to understand what his stance was for the future of educated Black Americans and how providing more education would help them become equal to their White counterparts.


This source has an overall idea of how Booker T. Washington is being remembered for. This bill proposed the construction of a Booker T. Washington memorial. He is being given credit for all of his hard work and dedication for the fight towards Black upward mobility, civil rights, and economic stability.

This taught me all that Du Bois achieved during his time at Harvard. He crossed a frontier that enabled other Black students to also gain their PhD. Black students are now able to receive a level of education that they would not have been able to gain without him breaking racial barriers.


I used this source to be able to accurately quote Booker T. Washington’s influential Atlanta Speech. During his speech, he preached for the uplift of labor and self-sufficiency. Black Americans felt as if he was compromising their Civil Rights at the time leading to his speech being called the Atlanta “Compromise” Speech.


I used this resource to quote W.E.B. Du Bois’ views on the ‘Talented Tenth’ in his own words. This “ten percent” would become the most educated and classically trained men. He believed that higher education for the Negro would help them be able to lead Black Americans to a brighter financial future.

I used this website to understand why Booker T. Washington moved to Alabama to start teaching. I learned about how he implemented self-sufficiency into his classes. He had students grow their own food and build their own buildings.


Booker T. Washington was recruited to help establish Tuskegee University in 1881 under a bill from the Alabama legislature for the purpose of training teachers in Alabama. I also used this website to get a deeper understanding of his youth, and what gave him the drive to further his education. Additionally, this source acknowledged how he was surrounded and influenced by White people at a young age which may have helped shape this mindset.


This book is what W.E.B. Du Bois wrote about “The Talented Tenth.” In it I was able to learn about his perspective on how Black Americans should gain Black upward mobility in America. I used this source to learn about how he thought that only well educated and classically trained men could help uplift the Black Community. His framework had a few discrepancies though, such as he only referred to men, and that he insinuated that only the most educated could make a difference.

I used this website to help me understand what Washington advocated for during his Atlanta Speech. He did not push for any stop to racial violence in the South. He instead pushed for the uplift of labor.
Secondary Sources


I used this source to help give me a deeper understanding of what made the Atlanta Speech so famous. I also used it to learn about the different reactions it garnered from Black Americans.


I used this website to learn about how Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois differed. They both had different ideas on how Black Americans could achieve Upward Mobility, Civil Rights and economic stability.


I used this website to learn about how Washington’s childhood differed from Du Bois.’ Their childhood’s helped build their framework for how they thought Black Americans could gain Black upward mobility.

This website helped me understand why W.E.B. Du Bois was against Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Speech. I understand now, how Booker T. Washington’s views differed from W.E.B. Du Bois’ views.


I used this website to learn about how Washington and Du Bois both fought for Civil Rights in their own way. They were the first Black men in America to fight for Civil Rights.


I used this website to learn about how they both fought for economic stability. I also learned about how Black economic stability and politics have never been shaped by one idea.

This website gave me an insight on how Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Speech was influential and groundbreaking. It was the first speech given by a Black American to a racially diverse group in the South.


I used this website to learn about Booker T. Washington’s idea of self-sufficiency. He believed that Black Americans need to have self-sufficiency to receive economic independence, stability, and mobility.


I used this website to learn more about the historical context behind why Tuskegee University was growing so rapidly. I used this source to get a deeper understanding of how he was able to get White employers and governors on board with promoting Tuskegee University.

I used this website to learn who supported Booker T. Washington ideas. I also used it to learn how his ideas affected other Black Americans.


I used this book to understand how Washington made an impact on Black Americans education. The first time he helped Black Americans obtain an education is when he returned to Malden, Massachusetts after college, he became an educator and gave multiple opportunities to Malden’s residents. Washington gave options for anyone who wanted to obtain an education.


This website explained to me what a cognitive dissonance is. With this information, I was able to understand how it tied into being Black and American.


This source helped me understand why Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Speech garnered much opposition amongst the Black community. His speech did not push the White community to stop the racial violence that was occurring in the South. This made many
Black Americans angry because they felt that they did not have to prove that they
deserved economic stability and mobility.


I used this website to learn how Booker. T Washington helped advocate for voting
rights. He helped fund Civil Rights cases that pushed for voting rights.

www.huffpost.com/entry/the-fallacy-of-the-talent_b_613510.

This article taught me about how W.E.B.’s Talented Tenth framework was not inclusive
of all Black Americans. It also showed me how Black women are now leaders and
entrepreneurs in society.

www.shorelineschools.org/site/default.aspx?.

This website taught me what double conscience is. I learned what he meant when he
used this term in his 1903 book, The Souls of Black Folk. He insinuated that it was as if
being Black and Americans were two identities that could not be put together.
I used this source to understand why Washington wanted Black Americans to not confront any racism. He believed that this would cause more racial violence in the South.


I used this website to learn about the origins of “The Talented Tenth.” I also learned about the book where W.E.B. Du Bois first introduced this concept.


I used this website to learn about how W.E.B. Du Bois crossed frontiers sociologically. This website taught me how he helped people understand race theory and double consciousness.

I used this website to learn what Hampton University taught Booker T. Washington. At this university, he learned about many topics that had been foreign to him. He learned not only about math, science, and public speaking, but he also learned about personal hygiene and self-sufficiency.


I used this source to better understand why Washington’s Atlanta Speech gained the nickname as the Atlanta “Compromise” Speech. Many Black Americans were disappointed that Washington did not push for any end to racial violence.


This website gave me an insight on Washington’s childhood, and how growing up on a plantation, unlike W.E.B. Du Bois, may have shaped his views in the future. It also gave me an insight on who his parents were.

I used this website to learn about the founders and the founding of the NAACP. I was able to get a deeper understanding of how this organization has helped fight for Civil Rights in America.


I used this website to learn about the Niagara Movement. Du Bois wanted this movement to push for immediate action against racism and to fight for Civil Rights.


I used this website to learn about the different frontiers W.E.B Du Bois crossed in his academics. He was the first Black person to receive a PhD from Harvard and paved the way for more Black people to receive their PhD. He achieved many great things at Harvard and crossed many frontiers during his time there.


I used this website to learn about the significance of The Philadelphia Negro. I learned how it was groundbreaking for sociological studies.

I used this source to learn about the theme of Booker T. Washington’s book, *Up From Slavery*. I also used it to learn about how other Black Americans reacted to his book.


I used this book to learn about how Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Du Bois fought and struggled for Racial Uplift and Black upward mobility in America. It taught me about the different ways they approached racial uplift and upward mobility.


This website helped me understand why the Niagara Movement was made. I learned about how this movement fought for Civil Rights in America.


I used this website to learn about how Washington and Du Bois fought for Civil Rights. Their ideas were different but they still crossed frontiers.
This article taught me why Washington was invited to give a speech and how it was a monumental event in America history. During his speech, he did not push for any immediate attention against the racial violence that was occurring in the South. His idea did gain a lot of opposition amongst other Black leaders at the time, due to the fact that they wanted immediate action against the racial violence that was occurring.

I used this website to learn about what Booker T. Washington’s philosophy for education was. I also used this website to learn about how he advocated for education.

I used this source to learn about what exactly double consciousness is. W.E.B. Du Bois created this term to explain what it was like to be Negro and American.

I used this radio feature to learn about W.E.B. Du Bois and how he advocated for education to improve the lives of African Americans.
used this website to learn about Booker T. Washington’s Atlanta Speech. I also used it to learn about its significance in America’s history.


W.E.B. DuBois attended Harvard University, and has left an everlasting mark on how we study sociology today. He placed himself in Black communities and saw what racial discrimination they faced, first hand. He uncovered the bias in sociological studies and crossed a sociological frontier.


This source taught me about W.E.B. Du Bois work in his 1903 book, The Souls of Black Folk. I learned about the different concepts he introduced in his book. The most well-known concept being the idea of a double conscience.


I used this website to help me learn about the ‘Talented Tenth’ and what it was created for. I also used it to help me learn how other Black Americans reacted to the ‘Talented Tenth.’


I used this website to learn about how Black Americans have achieved upward mobility and economic stability today. I also learned about what obstacles Black Americans face today.


I used this website to teach me about the many books Booker T. Washington wrote. One of his most well known books is *The Negro Problem*, which is a collection of essays by prominent Black writers at the time.


I used this website to learn about who did not support Booker T. Washington’s ideas. I also used it to learn about why they did not support him.

I used this article to learn about how Black Americans are achieving Black Upward Mobility today. I was able to draw an idea of just how W.E.B. Du Bois’ idea of obtaining Black Mobility was not inclusive of all Black Americans.


I used this website to learn about how both of their views were similar and different. I learned about how Black upward mobility has never been monolithic or shaped by just one idea.


I used this website to inform me about the different obstacles that W.E.B. Du Bois faced in his youth. His father left his family, and his mom died when he was sixteen. He still persevered and went on to attend college.

I used this website to learn about who did and did not accept W.E.B. Du Bois ideas. This website gave me a deeper understanding about how many women at the time thought about his ideas.


This website is a visual aid of what W.E.B. Du Bois looked like. He crossed frontiers in activism against racism as well as in education. He also changed how we study sociology today.


I used this website to quote what W.E.B. Du Bois’ view was on double consciousness. He said that that it was a peculiar sensation, never seeing yourself through your own eyes, but through the eyes of others. It was like being Black and American were two identities that were incompatible.


W.E.B. Du Bois advocated for immediate action against racism in America, which was the opposite of what Booker T. Washington wanted. Washington did not want any type of direct confrontation with White Americans because he did not want to risk any type of racial violence in the South, since Black lynchings were on the rise.

This website helped me understand why W.E.B. Du Bois’ work in *The Philadelphia Negro* was so influential and groundbreaking. It helped give representation to Black Americans as they were often overlooked. It shows their daily struggles from segregation to racial violence.


I used this website to get an image of *The Negro Problem* book. This book is a collection of essays by many influential leaders and writers at the time. W.E.B. Du Bois’ essay, ‘Talented Tenth’, garnered the most recognition out of the whole book. I also used this website to get a brief summary of the whole book.